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What was inside Pandora's box? Which Egyptian god had a Jackal's head? Where was Niflheim?
You can find the answers to these and thousands of other questions in the Illustrated Dictionary of
Mythology. Organized by geographic region and with characters from the same stories and
episodes grouped together, this book is an excellent reference tool for mythology experts as well as
beginners. Legendary heroes appear together with their adversaries to set each myth in context, as
do gods and goddesses of the underworld and mythical beasts Perfect for families and essential for
visits to art galleries and museums. Over 2,000 specially commissioned artworks, authentic
artifacts, and famous paintings. Complete and comprehensive index and cross-referencing.
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If you enjoy reading myths and want to know more about the characters, god, animals, symbolism
and cultures in which the myths are based, don't miss this excellent work.Not only is the book filled
with beautiful art, ancient relics and descriptions of all the characters you could ever wish to read
about....you will know be able to look up your favorites in the wonderful index for quick
reference.The sections are divided into Western Asia, Ancient Egypt, India, China and Japan, The
Classical World, Northern and Eastern Europe, The Americas, Africa, Australasia and Oceania.If
you are reading say, The Odyssey, you can look up "Poseidon, God of the Sea." You will find a
description and picture.A book that belongs in every Myth lovers collection.You might also
enjoy:Myths and Legends by Neil Philip which has a magnificent picture of seductive sirens trying to
lure Odysseus from his boat.A First Book of Myths by Mary Hoffman for young readersSigns &

Symbols by Miranda Bruce-Mitford~The Rebecca Review

A picture book encyclopedia, which is entertaining and an easy read. As I want it for creative
inspiration, I am not doing research or writing a paper, it is perfect. Nice large photos, large print,
displayed well.

Love all the great illustrations & good info on the different Myths around the world.

Great service. Wonderful book.

WYBIWYG what you believe is what you get; somehow this idea developed in my mind after
studying intensely the Illustrated Dictionary of Mythology by Philip Wilkinson; fortunately my mind
was flexible to the concepts of mythic images by virtue of my hero, Joseph Campbell, and by being
a penpal with his co-author of Mythic Images, MJ Abadie; however i [small ego] was still a little
unprepared to the individual diversity of who the idol was [is?] and exactly what they did or what the
meaning of their image is in the current people holding those ancestral images; and these people
may still reside in their ancestral homeland where the 'comfort' of sharing these common, though
personalized, meanings with living elders, who may have spun the mythic web with childhood
bedtime stories; and CERTAINLY unprepared for the INTENSE desire to defend ANY intellectual
assault on the images or simply on the rebuff of NOT including that native people in a forum
DEFINED to focus on a specific other native people ??? so in this milieu, i appreciated the simplicity
and even generality of Wilkinson's definitions; stay flexible cultural anthropologists! LOL
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